Olive Water Use, Crop Coefficient, Yield, and Water Productivity under Two Deficit Irrigation Strategies
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Abstract: Reports on the annual effects of deficit irrigation regimes on olive trees are critical in shedding light on their impacts on water use, yield, and water productivity in distinct olive growing climate regions of the world. From the account of a four-year experiment, the aim of this work is to add insight into such effects on olive growing in southern Portugal. We worked with trees in an intensive ‘Cobrançosa’ orchard (300 trees ha\(^{-1}\)) under full irrigation (FI) treatment and two regulated deficit irrigation (DI) treatments designed to replace around 70% and 50% of the FI water supply, respectively. Crop transpiration (T), irrigation water use (IWU), total water use (TWU), irrigation water use efficiency (IWUE), yield (\(Y_a\)), and water productivity (WP) obtained from all treatments were analyzed, as well as their crop coefficients (\(K_c\)), simulated with the SIMDualKc software application for root zone and soil water balance based on the FAO dual crop coefficients. As expected, IWUE of the 50DI treatment was the highest among treatments, with 70DI being slightly lower. \(Y_a\) showed alternate bearing with an “on-off” year sequence and was consistently higher for the 70DI treatment. WP (the ratio of \(Y_a\) to IWU) values for the 70DI treatment were also consistently the highest among all treatments and years. The mean simulated \(K_{ce\text{act}}\) values for 70DI and 50DI for the initial, mid-, and end-season compared well to the FAO56 \(K_c\) for olive crops. In general, to rank the irrigation treatments, 70DI presented the highest conversion efficiency among all treatments and years, providing a suitable DI alternative for our ‘Cobrançosa’ orchard. The 50DI treatment may be an attractive DI regime to undertake under scarce farm water resources or the expansion of olive hectares under water constraints.
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1. Introduction

Alentejo is the region in Portugal with the largest area devoted to olive growing, making up approximately 52% of all olive growing areas, and it is where the economic impact of olive growing is most significant [1]. In 2010, olive groves occupied approximately 162,834 hectares in Alentejo [2], and projections estimate that the olive oil national production will be of around 100,000 Mg by 2020 [3]. Such an expansion requires from farmers an acute and careful irrigation water management of their orchards, as this is a region of scarce water resources, where water plays a decisive role in agricultural development. The ever-increasing water scarcity in a climate of mild winters and hot and dry summers means that olive irrigation water use (IWU) must be optimized in order to reduce the region’s water resources demand from its main water use sector. With an annual reference evapotranspiration (\(ET_o\)) of around 1200 mm, resulting in a high water demand by crops and near daily irrigation in the summer, the sustainability of olive production in the region requires improved irrigation water productivity (WP), with deficit irrigation (DI) management being advocated as a way to better yields, oil quality, and economic returns of newly commercial orchards [4,5]. In southern Portugal, mature drip-irrigated olive orchards with planting densities of around 300 trees ha\(^{-1}\) require between 3500 and 4000 m\(^3\) ha\(^{-1}\)
(350 to 400 mm) to satisfy irrigation needs for full irrigation (FI) [6,7]. Applying irrigation depths smaller than those, and at variable rates in distinct periods of the crop growth cycle (regulated deficit irrigation, RDI) has been advocated [8–10] to enhance water productivity (WP). Water productivity can generally be quantified in physical or economic terms [11,12]. Although WP can be defined with different perspectives [13,14], relative to irrigation [15] WP refers to the ratio between the yield \( Y_a \) and the irrigation water applied and used (IWU) by crops. Improving WP can lead to the achievement of the highest benefits from water, and hence it is viewed as a major contributor to water saving [11]. In regions where water supply is limited and farmers are frequently forced to apply DI strategies to manage their water supply, as in southern Portugal, the increase in IWUE leads to the betterment of WP.

A recommended approach for the estimation of IWU and water stress is the dual \( K_c-ET_o \) methodology adopted by FAO56 [16], where for DI strategies the concept of potential crop evapotranspiration (ETc) are replaced by the ETc \((ET_c^{act})\), the result of a \( K_c^{act} \) coefficient derived from a stress coefficient \( (K_s) \) and a soil evaporation coefficient \( K_e \), i.e., \( K_c^{act} = K_s K_{cb} + K_e \) [17–19]. The SIMDualKc model \([7,20,21]\) provides such a computational structure \([17,18,22]\). The implementation of DI strategies also requires knowing the plant water status, preferably determined by plant-based measurement methods \([5,21,23]\). Aside from providing a sign indicating when to irrigate, these strategies offer valuable information on crop water stress.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of two regulated deficit irrigation regimes on ETc, IWUE, \( Y_a \), WP, and \( K_c \) in “Cobrançosa” olive trees, grown in intensive orchards in southern Portugal. Deficit irrigation is compared with fully irrigated trees. Moreover, and according to the soil water conditions, the SIMDualKc model is used to obtain and adjust \( K_c \) and \( K_{cb} \) to plant height and density, as well as to estimate ETc.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Experiment Location and Design

The impact of two DI scheduling regimes on ETc, IWUE, \( Y_a \), and WP for an olive orchard cv. Cobrançosa were assessed during the irrigation seasons from 2011 to 2014. The experiments were conducted at the Herdade Álamo de Cima, near Évora (38°29′44.44″ N, 7°45′8.83″ W; altitude 75 m) in southern Alentejo, Portugal. The orchard was established with 10-year old trees in grids of 4.2 m × 8.0 m (300 trees ha\(^{-1}\)) in the East-West direction, and experiments were conducted on a shallow sandy loam Regosol Haplic of weakly developed and unconsolidated materials [24]. The average apparent bulk soil density was 1.52 Mg m\(^{-3}\). The average volumetric soil water content at field capacity (i.e., at 0.03 MPa) was 0.28 m\(^3\) m\(^{-3}\), whereas it was 0.16 m\(^3\) m\(^{-3}\) at wilting point (i.e., at 1.5 MPa). Climate in the region is typically Mediterranean with long-term average annual rainfall mostly distributed from September/October to May, the remaining summer months being dry and hot. Daily values of weather data obtained from a meteorological station located at the farm and near the olive orchard were used, and daily values of ET\(_o\) were calculated with the procedures prescribed in Reference [16].

In the approximately 12-hectare orchard, we applied an FI and two DI treatments. Difficulties in accurately monitoring irrigation water in the FI treatment in 2011 and a data logger short circuit in 2012 lead to this treatment being only accounted for in the years 2013 and 2014. We planned the DI strategy with two levels of irrigation to replace 70% (70DI) and 50% (50DI) of the IWU calculated for FI, based on daily ETc obtained with the single \( K_c \) approach [16,25]. Irrigation length and frequency were adjusted throughout the irrigation cycle, taking into account the crop growth and reproductive cycle, as well as rainfall events. A randomized block design with three 16.8 m × 16 m plots per treatment was used for the treatments. Each plot contained four central trees surrounded by eight border trees. All samples were taken from the central trees only. The average tree trunk diameter was 0.13 m at a height of 0.62 m from the soil surface, for an average tree height of 3.7 m. Each tree within FI plots was
supplied with water by a single drip irrigation line serviced by 3.6 L h\(^{-1}\) emitters delivering water at a rate of 0.43 mm h\(^{-1}\). Emitters were spaced 1.0 m apart throughout the entire length of the emitter line placed at the soil surface and laid out along each tree row. Trees within the 70DI and 50DI plots were supplied with 2.3 and 1.6 L h\(^{-1}\) emitters, delivering water at rates of 0.27 and 0.19 mm h\(^{-1}\), respectively, and spaced 1.0 m apart in the emitter line. In general, irrigation season started in March/April and ended in September/October. Water applied (IWU) in each irrigation event was obtained by directly measuring the amount of water collected in rain gauges placed underneath selected emitters and connected to recording data loggers.

### 2.2. Climatic Characterization

Table 1 shows the average temperature, rainfall, and \(\text{ET}_o\) for the study years. \(\text{ET}_o\) for each irrigation season spanning from June to September was 861 and 718 mm in 2011 (1210 mm, annual) and 2012 (1218 mm, annual), and 878 (1233 mm, annual) and 770 mm (1209 mm, annual) in 2013 and 2014, respectively. Accordingly, on average 66% of the annual \(\text{ET}_o\) encompassed the olive growth irrigation season. Total rainfall for the same irrigation period and years were 220 (662, annual), 52 (491, annual), 180 (610, annual), and 130 mm (766 mm, annual), respectively, with 2012 being the driest of all irrigation seasons. The irrigation season from June to September accounts for 23% of the total annual rainfall and 66% of the total annual \(\text{ET}_o\), making commercially irrigated olive orchards in Alentejo particularly vulnerable to climatic and water demand pressures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Rainfall (mm month(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(\text{ET}_o) (mm month(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>9.2  8.6  10.8  10.9</td>
<td>76.1  15.0  89.9  102.2</td>
<td>31.7  36.0  28.4  31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>10.4  7.7  9.3  10.1</td>
<td>62.5  0.6  48.9  148.0</td>
<td>48.5  60.8  42.5  35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>12.0  13.1  12.1  12.2</td>
<td>39.3  27.0  240  40.1</td>
<td>72.5  95.7  51.5  80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>17.0  11.9  14.3  15.5</td>
<td>97.6  39.1  26.2  119.1</td>
<td>110.8  81.8  99.9  82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>19.8  18.7  16.4  17.8</td>
<td>99.0  44.1  15.2  16.7</td>
<td>140.7  136.3  134.6  144.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>21.2  21.4  21.1  20.8</td>
<td>46.0  0.3  13.0  9.4</td>
<td>172.7  174.7  167.6  150.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>22.2  23.0  24.2  22.9</td>
<td>5.8  0.0  0.1  5.5</td>
<td>201.9  211.8  175.3  173.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>22.7  23.3  25.0  23.2</td>
<td>51.1  3.9  0.1  0.0</td>
<td>173.3  189.3  176.0  175.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>21.6  21.8  22.7  21.7</td>
<td>1.6  41.5  55.9  124.1</td>
<td>135.2  140.0  125.4  97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>19.4  16.8  18.6  19.4</td>
<td>56.7  95.1  159.9  106.3</td>
<td>103.2  76.2  83.5  80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>12.4  11.8  11.4  12.3</td>
<td>129.2  229.2  8.2  172.8</td>
<td>42.0  34.0  52.8  53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>9.1  10.1  10.0  9.0</td>
<td>12.5  71.9  79.7  9.0</td>
<td>28.3  23.6  43.0  35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3. Sap Flow, Stem Water Potential, Leaf Conductance, and Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR)

Daily tree transpiration rates on a ground area basis (mm day\(^{-1}\)) for each irrigation treatment and year were obtained from May to the end of September or early October by continuously monitoring sap flow (T\(_{sf}\)) in one representative tree per plot of each treatment by the Compensation Heat Pulse method reported in Reference [26]. Heat-pulse sensors were calibrated in the laboratory on young potted trees by the water balance method, and their (ideal) velocity was corrected for probe-induced wounding effects in the trunk near the probes using coefficients, after Reference [27]. As described in Reference [4], the representative tree in the plot was selected and outfitted with two sets of heat-pulse velocity (HPV) probes and specific software was used for analysis of results [26,27]. Concerning plant water status, stem water potential (Ψ\(_{st}\)) was periodically monitored at midday with a Scholander-type pressure chamber (PMS Instruments, Corvallis, WA, USA) on two long shoots per tree, supporting five to 10 leaves in a total of eight representative samples. The detached stems from three individual trees per treatment were previously enclosed in plastic bags and reflective aluminum foil to suppress leaf transpiration, allowing leaf water potential to equilibrate with stem water potential at the point of
attachment \cite{28}; equilibration periods took about 2 h. Also, 54 midday measurements of leaf stomatal conductance \( (g_s, \text{ mmol m}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}) \) per treatment were taken at noon with a transient porometer (AP4, Delta-T Devices Ltd., Cambridge, UK) in three well illuminated and in three shaded leaves from the same three individual trees per treatment. Incident daily photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and the fraction of PAR intercepted by the tree canopy were obtained from logged (CR10X, Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT, USA) measurements (\( \text{umol m}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \)) of a set of six Quantum sensors (QPAR-02, 400–700 nm, Tranzflo, Palmerston, NT, Australia) placed in a fixed transect of three sensors on each side (North-South) of the tree line at 0.2, 1.0, and 1.88 m, respectively, and one on top of the canopy (5.0 m). Figure 1 shows the study area location in southern Portugal (a) and the intensive commercial orchard where experiments were carried out (b).

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Location of the study area in southern Portugal (a) with identification of the intensive commercial olive orchard at the Herdade Álamo de Cima near Évora \((38° 29′ 49.44″ \text{ N, } 7° 45′ 8.83″ \text{ W})\) at altitude 75 m, in the Alentejo region (b).

2.4. Orchard Yield, Water Use Efficiency, and Water Productivity

Trees in the central row of all plots of the three treatments were manually harvested and their fresh fruits were weighed in the field and averaged to obtain the final \( Y_s \) per treatment. For each year and treatment, \( WP (\text{kg m}^{-3}) \) was then calculated as the ratio of final fresh fruit \( Y_s \) to cumulative irrigation water supplied (IWU). IWUE per treatment was also evaluated as the ratio of tree water uptake \( (T_{sf}, \text{ mm}) \) per treatment to IWU (mm).

2.5. \( ET_c \) and Dual \( K_c \)

As mentioned above, the SIMDualKc model was used in this study. Details on soil water balance equations, adjustments to plant density and height, as well as crop water stress are given in References \cite{17,20}. To calibrate and validate the model \cite{17,20}, and support the derivation of olive \( ET_c \) and dual \( K_c \), the daily sap flow-based \( T_{sf} \) data per treatment and year was used, thus comparing \( T \) simulated by SIMDualKc \( (T_{\text{sim}}) \) with the observed \( T_{sf} \). 70DI sap flow transpiration data \( (T_{sf}) \) from
2013 was used to calibrate the SIMDualKc model and validation was performed with T_{sf} data collected from 70DI in 2014. In the simulation, the soil evaporation (E_s) was obtained in SIMDualKc. E_s is an important component of ET_c, especially over sparse vegetation, but difficult to measure accurately at the appropriate space-scale. It was not tested in this study. However, the goodness of the model in simulating E_s was assumed as it has previously been validated for various crops, including olive crops [4,21,29–31], with good results. Table 2 shows the standard and calibrated parameters used in the SIMDualKc model. In the calibration and validation processes we used the methodologies described in Reference [22].

Table 2. Standard and calibrated parameters used in SIMDualKc model (p, depletion fraction, K_{cb_{ini}} basal crop coefficient for the initial crop development stage, K_{cb_{mid}} basal crop coefficient for the mid-season stage, K_{cb_{end}} basal crop coefficient for the end-season stage, TEW, total evaporable water, REW, readily evaporable water, Z_e, thickness of the evaporation layer, CN, curve number, a_D and b_D, deep percolation parameters).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Calibrated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K_{cbSDual ini}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_{cbSDual mid}</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_{cbSDual end}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{ini}, P_{mid}, P_{end}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4; 0.4; 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil evaporation parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REW (mm)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEW (mm)</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z_e (mm)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runoff and deep percolation parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_D</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b_D</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the calibration of the model aimed to optimize the crop parameters K_{cb} and p, as well as the soil evaporation and deep percolation parameters, and the runoff curve number (CN). In the model validation process, calibrated model predictions were compared to additional and independent observed T_{sf} data collected in 2014. The derivation of olive dual K_{c} and ET_{c act} for 70DI and 50DI in the years 2011 to 2014 were conducted after the SIMDualKc calibration and validation processes. Statistical data analysis was carried out with the software StatPlus, AnalystSoft Inc version 6 [32], and was used to assess the agreement between simulated SIMDualKc and observed values as well as their goodness of fit. Error variables are also reported.

3. Results

3.1. Water Supply, Water Use Efficiency, and Olive Transpiration

An average of 417 mm of IWU was supplied to FI (two years), for an average of 267 and 186 mm supplied to 70DI and 50DI, respectively, in the same period. Average seasonal olive T_{sf} was 201 mm for FI, and 190 and 163 mm for 70DI and 50DI, respectively, in the same period. Table 3 shows the seasonal values of IWU, T_{sf}, and ET_{o} from 2011 to 2014.
Mean daily $T_{sf}$ for FI (2013 and 2014) and mean daily $T_{sf}$ for 70DI and 50DI for all measured years were $1.24 \pm 0.35$, $1.22 \pm 0.35$, and $1.03 \pm 0.23$ mm day$^{-1}$, respectively. When evaluated by their IWUE, the performance of 50DI was the highest. In 2013 and 2014, the 50DI treatment had the highest mean value of 0.88, while the corresponding value for the 70DI treatment was slightly lower, at 0.76. In the same period, the full irrigation of olive trees (FI) had the lowest IWUE, of 0.48, proving that the IWU applied was excessive. Figure 2 presents the course of daily $T_{sf}$ for all treatments, as well as $E_{To}$, where differences between the day of year (DOY) recorded maximum $T_{sf}$ values reflect the impacts of summer rainfall and the imposed DI treatment strategies on available soil water for olive transpiration. Their influences were most acute on 50DI in the moderate to dry summers of 2014 and 2012, respectively, when the DOY for maximum $T_{sf}$ values lagged considerably behind those for FI and 70DI. Figure 2 also depicts the relative daily differences in olive water uptake ($T_{sf}$) according to the planned IWU restrictions set for each treatment.

![Figure 2](image-url)
3.2. Stomatal Leaf Conductance and Stem Water Potential

The time evolution of midday stem water potential ($\Psi_{st}$) for all treatments are presented in Figure 3. They provide critical tree water potential values when transpiration rates are at peak.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Midday stem water potential obtained with the pressure chamber for: (a) 2011, in DI treatments; (b) 2012, in DI treatments; (c) 2013, in all irrigation treatments; (d) 2014, in all irrigation treatments.

During the wet irrigation season of 2011, the evolution of 70DI $\Psi_{st}$ readings (Figure 3a) until beginning of the month of August are not distinct from those of the 50DI treatment. On 6 June the stress imposed on 50DI declines $\Psi_{st}$ readings to $−1.99$ MPa. The largest $\Psi_{st}$ reading differential of $−0.34$ MPa among the two treatments was observed at the end of August, the driest month in the irrigation season, reflecting the effect of the lower soil water content of 50DI on leaf water status. With the first rainfall in September, both treatments quickly recovered to both treatments. As for FI, $\Psi_{st}$ readings stayed above $1.01$ and $−1.5$ MPa. As observed in Figure 3b, 70DI readings stayed above the corresponding 50DI readings from the end of June ($27$ June) to mid-October ($15$ October), reflecting its higher IWU received during the summer months.

If 2011 was wet, 2012 was an atypically dry year, with a low annual rainfall of 491 mm (long-term annual mean of around 600 mm), and 52 mm during the irrigation season, which mostly occurred in May and September with barely any rainfall from June to end of August. Reading values for $\Psi_{st}$ (Figure 3b) of $−1.01$ and $−1.17$ MPa on 6 June for 70DI and 50DI, respectively, steadily dropped to lower values in July and August, with a slight recovery in between when mean the daily temperature and vapor pressure deficit ($D_v$, data not shown) favored tree transpiration. With the first rains in September, and as it is expected in this Mediterranean region, both $\Psi_{st}$ treatment readings rose to their typical pre-summer values of around $−1.5$ MPa. As observed in Figure 3b, 70DI readings stayed above the corresponding 50DI readings from the end of June ($27$ June) to mid-October ($15$ October), reflecting its higher IWU received during the summer months.

The more typical rainfall year of 2013 brought back expected $\Psi_{st}$ readings for 70DI (Figure 3c), with the anticipated mild declining values from June to August and fast recovery from there onwards. For 50DI, as expected, $\Psi_{st}$ readings declined more quickly than for 70DI and its lower value of $−2.80$ MPa was reached at the end of June ($26$ June). The first rains of September brought a quick recovery to both treatments. As for FI, $\Psi_{st}$ readings were imperceptibly different from those of 70DI.
throughout the irrigation period. As seen in Figure 3c, the irrigation regime applied to FI trees provided them with needed water in crucial periods of their development growth but their $\Psi_{st}$ readings never departed from those of 70DI, suggesting stomata closure during the dry and hot summer months of July and August even in the presence of higher water supply.

2014 was mildly wet, with 130 mm of rain falling during the irrigation season. As observed in Figure 3d, $\Psi_{st}$ readings reflected the mild conditions until the end of July, with readings of the three treatments barely departing from each other until 6 August. The dry month of August brought a decline in $\Psi_{st}$ readings in all treatments, with 50DI values steadily declining to its lowest value of $-2.66$ MPa in August (22 August), and quickly recovering in September with the first rains. Similar behavior was observed for FI and 70DI, which also saw their $\Psi_{st}$ readings declining in August to their lowest values of $-1.88$ MPa in 22 August, with a quick recovery in September. Figure 4 shows the daily rainfall during the four irrigation seasons of the study.

![Figure 4. Daily rainfall during the four irrigation seasons of the study, from 2011 to 2014.](image)

Midday stomatal leaf conductance ($g_s$) was also influenced by the different DI regimes, as depicted in Figure 5.

In 2011 (Figure 5a), trees of 70DI and 50DI showed the same $g_s$ season trend as their counterpart $\Psi_{st}$ readings, and displayed their lowest value of 53 mmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ in 20 July. Their values slowly recovered in August, and more rapidly with the first rains at the beginning of September. In general, 70 trees showed a $g_s$ trend very similar to that observed for 50DI but with slightly higher values. In 2012 the $g_s$ values for both treatments followed the expected trend of lower readings during summer months and quick recovery in September. The higher $g_s$ value of 212 mmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ was observed on 18 July, when the combination of a higher average temperature of around 30 $^\circ$C and a $D_a$ of 3.4 kPa, respectively, increased transpiration and $g_s$ readings.

The $g_s$ values obtained for 2013 (Figure 5c) showed that FI exhibited practically the same $g_s$ values as 70DI throughout the irrigation season. As for 50DI, $g_s$ readings were low throughout summer. They stayed below the 70DI readings from 19 June onwards, never recovering to their $g_s$ readings until the end of September, showing that IWU and the lack of late summer rainfall deprived 50DI trees of needed water in crucial periods of the growing cycle. Furthermore, with the imposed stress their recovery was slow and never fully achieved. In the milder year of 2014, the decline of 50DI stomatal conductance was less conspicuous than that in 2013, but from 11 July onward their $g_s$ values departed from 70DI values and stayed below for most of the summer, slightly recovering in September. Regarding FI, the set of $g_s$ values obtained in 2014 (Figure 5d) showed that they match those of 70DI.
for most of the irrigation period, departing from them only in September, when the combination of their higher IWU and the early rainfall helped increase their values to 315 mmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, but with a quick return to the same 237 mmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ later in the month.

Figure 5. Leaf stomatal conductance obtained with a porometer for: (a) 2011, in DI treatments; (b) 2012, in DI treatments; (c) 2013, in all irrigation treatments; (d) 2014, in all irrigation treatments.

3.3. \(ET_c\) and \(K_c\)

As previously stated, the SIMDualKc model was calibrated with 70DI data of 2013, and validated with 70DI data of the year 2014. The comparison of transpiration data simulated by SIMDualKc \((T_{\text{sim}})\) with observed data \((T_{d})\) for the two years is shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(T_{\text{sim}}) vs. (T_{sf})</th>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
<th>RMSE (mm day$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{max}}) (mm day$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>AAE (mm day$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>ARE (%)</th>
<th>EF</th>
<th>(W_{IA})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calibration, 2013</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation, 2014</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(n\) = number of observations, \(b\) = regression coefficient, \(R^2\) = determination coefficient, RMSE = root mean square error, \(E_{\text{max}}\) = maximum absolute error, AAE = average absolute error, ARE = average relative error, EF = modeling efficiency, \(W_{IA}\) = Willmott index of agreement. \(T_{\text{sim}}\) and \(T_{sf}\) stand for transpiration simulated with SIMDualKc and observed with sap flow, respectively.

For the calibration year, observed and simulated transpiration data were found to be well correlated: the determination coefficient \((R^2 = 0.72)\) is high, and the root mean square error (RMSE) and average absolute error (AAE) indicators are also low, of 0.20 mm day$^{-1}$, respectively. The modeling efficiency is good \((EF = 0.67)\) and the Willmott [33] index of agreement \((W_{IA})\) is high \((0.92)\), reflecting the good correlation. In 2014, the observed \((T_{sf})\) and estimated transpiration data \((T_{\text{sim}})\) were again compared to validate the model and were found to be well correlated, with a higher determination coefficient \((R^2 = 0.81)\) and a regression coefficient \(b = 0.97\), smaller that for the calibration year (Table 5).

Overall, the goodness of fit data indicates a good performance of the model during validation, showing that the agreement between \(T_{\text{sim}}\) and \(T_{sf}\) was good. Mean \(T_{\text{sim}}\) and \(T_{sf}\) values for the calibration and validation years (10 May to 3 October, the period with available sap flow data) were very similar in 2013 (1.25 and 1.21 mm day$^{-1}$, respectively) and in 2014 (1.31 and 1.35 mm day$^{-1}$). Minimum mean
$T_{\text{sim}}$ (1.29 mm day$^{-1}$) and $T_{\text{sf}}$ (1.31 mm day$^{-1}$) values in 2013 and in 2014 (0.58 and 0.49 mm day$^{-1}$) as well as maximum $T_{\text{sim}}$ (1.79 mm day$^{-1}$) and $T_{\text{sf}}$ (1.94 mm day$^{-1}$) values in 2013 and in 2014 (1.89 and 1.92 mm day$^{-1}$) were also quite close for both the calibration and validation years.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of daily crop coefficients $K_{cb\ act}$, $K_{cb}$, and $K_c$ in the year 2014 for 70DI and 50DI.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
*Figure 6. Daily crop coefficients derived from the SIMDualKc model in the year 2014 for 70DI (upper panel) and 50DI (lower panel): (a) basal crop coefficient adjusted for climate conditions and canopy density ($K_{cb}$), basal crop coefficient ($K_{cb\ act}$) adjusted for water stress conditions, soil evaporation coefficient ($K_c$); (b) actual ($K_{c\ act}$) and mean crop coefficient for the different growth stages.*

For 70DI, the values were 0.24 for $K_{cb\ ini}$, 0.26 for $K_{cb\ mid}$, and 0.43 for $K_{cb\ end}$. A slight water stress for 70DI is shown in the graph between DOY 100 and 110, since with SIMDualKc no stress is identified when both curves of $K_c$ and $K_{cb\ act}$ are coincident. Related 70DI $K_c$ curves ($K_{c\ act}$, the result of the daily sum of $K_c$ with the adjusted $K_{cb\ act}$) for 2014 show that the mean $K_{c\ act}$ values were 0.51 for the initial season, 0.43 for the mid-season, and 0.67 for the end-season. These values are similar to the $K_c$ for olive crops published by Reference [34]. Figure 6 also presents the simulated 70DI $K_c$ curve related to soil evaporation. Initial and end-season values are on average higher, around 0.3, with mid-season showing lower values but several peaks resulting mainly from precipitation events. The year 2014 was wet, with high rainfall in April followed by more moderate events throughout July (Table 1, Figure 4). Concerning the 2014 50DI regime, Figure 6 also shows that values of $K_{cb\ act}$ were 0.27 for $K_{cb\ ini}$, 0.22 for $K_{cb\ mid}$ and 0.51 for $K_{cb\ end}$. Due to the low rainfall in July and August (5.5 mm) and the imposed DI regime, a water stress induced by both is shown between DOY 200 and DOY 250, since both curves of $K_{cb}$ and $K_{cb\ act}$ are not coincident. September rainfall (124 mm) and cooler weather helped to alleviate the stress. The corresponding 50DI related $K_c$ curves for 2014 show values of 0.54 for the initial season, 0.42 for the mid-season, and 0.76 for the end-season. These values are within the limits of $K_c$ for olive crops, with an effective fraction of ground cover between 0.25 and 0.5 set by Reference [34]. The simulated $K_c$ curve shows a high initial and end-season soil evaporation of around 0.3, with lower mid-season values.

Similar curves are presented in Figure 7 that show the evolution of daily crop coefficients $K_{cb\ act}$, $K_{cb}$, and $K_c$ in the year 2013 for 70DI and 50DI.
A dry summer with a cumulative rainfall of 0.2 mm in July and August (Table 1, Figure 4) and a modest rainfall in September (56 mm) added to the low IWU of the 50DI regime, resulting in a persistent water stress throughout the irrigation season as portrayed in the shape of the $K_{cb}$ curve and its departure from $K_c$. Such behavior was prevented in the case of 70DI by its higher IWU regime. Table 5 summarizes the SIMDualKc annual and mean $E_T_{c,act}$ and $T_{sim}$ obtained for 70DI and 50DI for all four years of the experiment, as well as the $K_{cb,act}$, $K_c$, and $K_{c,act}$ obtained for the initial, mid-, and end-seasons.

Mean $K_{c,act}$ values in the four years of the experiment for 70DI and 50DI treatments are similar, with slightly lower values for 70DI in the initial and end-season and higher mid-season values. Similarly, mean $K_{cb,act}$ values in the same periods are lower for 70DI in the initial and end-season and higher in the mid-season. Mean seasonal olive $T_{sf}$ for FI (Table 3), similar to the values observed for 70DI (201 mm and 200 mm, respectively), made testing for $K_c$ values of FI with the SIMDualKc model redundant. The simulated annual and mean $E_T_{c,act}$ and $T_{sim}$ values for 70DI and 50DI in the four years of the experiment are also presented in Table 5.
### Table 5. Summary of the annual and mean ET<sub>c act</sub> and T<sub>sim</sub> obtained for 70DI and 50DI for all four years of the experiment, as well as the K<sub>cb act</sub>, K<sub>c</sub>, and K<sub>c act</sub> obtained for the initial, mid-, and end-seasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
<th>70DI</th>
<th>50DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;cb act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ET&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;sim&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;cb act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ET&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;sim&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;cb act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ET&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;sim&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;cb act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ET&lt;sub&gt;c act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;sim&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;cb act&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm day&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm day&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Y<sub>a</sub> and WP

Table 6 summarizes the obtained yield (Y<sub>a</sub>) and water productivity (WP) for all years and treatments. Olive harvest for 2012 was an exceptional “on” year, with contrasting Y<sub>a</sub> difference with the remaining years both for 70DI and 50DI. However, tree yield variability was high between all irrigated treatments and years, with bearing yields showing contrasting differences within years where an “on” year was followed by an “off” year.

### Table 6. Summary of yield (Y<sub>a</sub>) and water productivity (WP) obtained for all years and treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Yield, Y&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt; (Mg ha&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Water Productivity, WP (kg m&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt; IWU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.8&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14.4 ± 2.5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70DI</td>
<td>2.7 ± 1.5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>16.6 ± 2.6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50DI</td>
<td>1.6 ± 1.0&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12.2 ± 3.9&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Treatments with the same letter in the same column are not significantly different by the Tukey test at p ≤ 0.05.

On both “off” years of 2011 and 2013, respectively, 70DI yields were 41% and 50% higher than those of 50DI. In 2011 and 2013, respectively, 70DI yields were 22% and 45% higher than those of FI. Both FI and 70DI were significantly different from 50DI in 2011, with the 70DI yield being significantly different from both of the other two treatments in 2013. The “on” year of 2012 was an exceptionally higher yield year. Yields were on average higher from all treatments, with no significant differences among them. The “on” year of 2014 returned significantly different yields between 70DI and 50DI, respectively, while the FI yield was not significantly different from that of 70DI. 70DI averaged a 48% higher yield in 2014 than 50DI. In the four years, the mean 70DI yield was significantly different from those of FI and 50DI. Concerning WP, it was not significantly different for 70DI and 50DI treatments in the years 2011 and 2012, respectively. Years 2013 and 2014 brought higher and significantly different 70DI WP than either 50DI and FI, whose WP values were not significantly different between years. Accordingly, in the four years of the experiment, 70DI yielded an average of 3.0 kg of fresh fruit m<sup>-3</sup> IWU, which was not significantly different from the 2.7 kg m<sup>-3</sup> for 50DI. Relatively to the average amount of IWU incorporated in each unit of fresh fruit in the four years of the experiment, the results were 0.69 m<sup>3</sup> IWU kg<sup>-1</sup> of fresh fruit for 50DI and 0.53 m<sup>3</sup> kg<sup>-1</sup> for 70DI. In general, WP resulted in
5.1 and 4.7 kg of fresh fruit m\(^{-3}\) in the biennium 2011/2012 for 70DI and 50DI, respectively, and 3.1 and 1.9 kg m\(^{-3}\) of olive water uptake for 70DI and 50DI in 2013/2014, respectively. FI yielded 2.4 kg m\(^{-3}\) in the biennium 2013/2014.

Accounting for the total water use (TWU) in irrigation plus effective rainfall (I + R), the corresponding water productivity (WP\(_{I+R}\)) for the 70DI treatment yielded on average 0.9 kg of fresh fruit m\(^{-3}\) TWU, compared to 0.7 kg m\(^{-3}\) for 50DI in the four years of treatment.

4. Discussion

For our ‘Cobrançosa’ trees grown in orchards in southern Portugal, the main aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of two deficit irrigation (DI) regimes on tree evapotranspiration (ET\(_c\)), water use efficiency (IWUE), yield (Y\(_a\)), and water productivity (WP). Deficit irrigation was compared with fully irrigated (FI) trees. The average irrigation water supplied to FI in 2013 and 2014 was considerably different from the FI crop water uptake in the same period. Average irrigation water supplied to 70DI and 50DI were more in harmony with their crop water consumption during the years of the experiment. The irrigation water use efficiency of 50DI was the highest among treatments, closely followed by the 70DI treatment, while FI water use efficiency lagged behind in the two last seasons of the study. Significant water savings were achieved with both DI regimes, as many authors have reported [9,35]. As for us, water savings by DI regimes are usually viewed as major contributors to their water productivity enhancement [11], with little impact on yield [35–38]. Also, as our data also show, many authors have reported increases in water productivity under DI regimes for olive [39–42].

Reference [37] compared deficit irrigated to fully irrigated olive trees and reported that the DI strategy reduced ET\(_c\), and consequently the yield, through an asymptotic yield-ET\(_c\) function [39]. In our study, olive yields did not always increase with expanding seasonal irrigation water applied. Comparatively, and despite the larger irrigation supplies, FI used almost the same amount of water in satisfying olive seasonal consumptive use as 70DI (201 and 190 mm, respectively, in the two last seasons of the study), with no significant yield increase. Reference [5] showed similar results for cv. ‘Cordova’ low-density olive trees grown in orchards in southern Portugal. We observed alternate bearing [39,43]; in the “off” years of 2011 and 2013, the mean yield difference among treatments was significant, with 45% reduction in fruit for FI as compared to 70DI, although there was no significant mean yield difference for the “on” years. FI yield reduction in the “off” year in relation to 70DI, despite the overall similarity of their \(\Psi_{st}\) and \(g_s\) readings, may be justified by FI stomata closure in the summer [37,39] and the eventual non-linear (second order) relationships mediating water use and yield [37,39,44]. For the 70DI treatments, yield significantly increased with the irrigation water applied, except in 2012, when no significant differences were found between treatments. Reductions in fruit, as compared to 70DI, were 60% and 50% for 50DI in the “off” year of 2011 and 2013, and 47% in the “on” year of 2014, in agreement with the typically Y\(_a\) reported results for DI [9]. While the irrigation water use efficiency for 50DI was the highest among treatments, meaning increases in efficiency with decreasing water application, their water productivity was lower than that of 70DI. Maximizing olive irrigation water use efficiency may not necessarily be the best option here, as growers will be likely more interested in maximizing their systems conversion of water into goods and services by consequently improving water productivity [8]. The abovementioned increases in WP for 70DI and 50DI in relation to FI are more related to their water savings through better irrigation water use efficiency (lower irrigation water applied) than through yield, as the Y\(_a\) averages demonstrate. However, in a region short on water resources, as in Alentejo, it is prudent to look into water productivity and irrigation water use efficiency and performances for adequately selecting DI regimes. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to recall that in the abovementioned years of 2013 and 2014, T\(_{sf}\) for FI and 70DI were on average almost the same (201 and 190 mm, respectively) for an irrigation water application of 417 for FI and 267 mm for 70DI, respectively, which precludes considering FI regimes for cv. ‘Cobrançosa’ olive in Alentejo.

Readings of \(\Psi_{st}\) and \(g_s\) from 2011 through 2014 provided a good assessment of olive response to water stress induced by the distinct DI regimes [5,37,40] and indirectly of their expected Y\(_a\) and...
WP [25,45]. Other authors have found similar patterns of \( \Psi_{st} \) and \( g_s \) versus \( Y_a \) in similar climates [25,46]; a result of the olive adaptation to drought, when trees under stress tend to control transpiration through stomatal closure [25] and the lowering of their \( g_s \) readings, with subsequent decreases in net CO\(_2\) assimilation and consequently yields [46]. Concurrently, they increase their irrigation water use efficiency, as observed for the 50DI regime.

Our seasonal trend of \( T \) followed similar patterns to those of \( ET_o \), with maximum \( T \) values observed in mid-summer [25]. However, as compared to spring and autumn, \( ET_o \) values increase more in mid-summer than \( T \) values, contributing to the lower observed \( K_{cb} \) values in July and August than before and after mid-summer [47]. In general, mean \( K_{c,act} \) values in the four years of the experiment for 70DI followed the characteristic olive U-shape pattern described in Reference [47]. They also were similar to the FAO \( K_c \) for olive crops published by Reference [34]. Reference [48] described a \( K_c \) for olive crops of around 0.35 during summer, and an increase thereafter. References [49,50] reported similar \( K_c \) values, after adjustments for ground cover, while Reference [51] accounted for comparable \( K_c \) values for their olive experiment in northwestern Argentina (southern hemisphere).

The basal mean \( K_{cb,act} \) values in the same periods, for 70DI and 50DI, respectively, were also similar to the standard ones proposed by Reference [34] for intensive orchards such as the one in our study (≤300 trees ha\(^{-1}\)). They were lower than \( K_{c,act} \), reflecting the partitioning of \( ET_c \) into transpiration (\( T \)) and soil evaporation (\( E_s \)). Actually, \( K_{c,act} \) values for 70DI and 50DI, markedly influenced by soil evaporation as they integrated the seasonal evolution of \( ET_{c,act} \) values (Table 5), illustrated the importance and influence of \( E_s \) in the expression of olive \( ET_c \) values for olive orchards in Mediterranean climate regions [52]; in particular, they accentuated the need for a water balance simulation model to quantify \( E_s \) [31,52,53] and predict \( ET_c \) and \( K_c \) for drip-irrigated olive orchards in Alentejo. Despite the good results obtained in assessing tree transpiration and the derived \( K_c \) values from sap flow tree measurements, it is worth cautioning that a small number of uncalibrated sap flow probes per tree, as used in this study, is reported to lead to large flow variability (radial and azimuthal) within and between trees [54].

5. Conclusions

For our intensive orchard cv. ‘Cobrançosa’, servicing trees with FI led to increased irrigation water applications with relatively low crop water uptake, resulting in a considerably low irrigation water use efficiency as well as reduced yields and water productivity. The moderate 70DI regime allowed for adequate values of irrigation water application and efficiency, in a region of very limited available resources, and for more robust and significant yield and water productivity values. To rank the irrigated treatments in terms of water productivity, 70DI had the highest productivity, followed by 50DI. FI showed a decline in yield per amount of applied water. \( Y_a \) and the related WP results seemed to indicate 70DI as the preferred DI treatment for the ‘Cobrançosa’ orchard. Also, it is worth recalling that while 50DI had on average the highest IWUE (received 28% less irrigation water than 70DI) and on average 36% lower \( Y_a \), it generated only 12% lower WP than 70DI, which makes 50DI an attractive DI regime to undertake when farm water resources are too scarce or when the expansion of olive hectares is assumed under low farm water resources. The good \( K_c \) results obtained with SIMDualKc also show that the dual \( K_c \) simulation procedure proved adequate for our olive crop under DI regimes.
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